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COOKING WITH JASMINE

B R O W N I E S

Makes 16

METHOD:

1. PREHEAT THE OVEN TO 175° CELSIUS. GREASE AN 8-INCH SQUARE PAN.

2. IN A LARGE SAUCEPAN, MELT THE BUTTER. 

3. REMOVE FROM THE HEAT AND STIR IN THE SUGAR, EGGS AND VANILLA. 

4. BEAT IN THE COCOA, FLOUR, SALT AND BAKING POWDER.

5. POUR BATTER INTO THE PREPARED PAN.

6. BAKE IN OVEN FOR 25-30 MINUTES, THEY SHOULD BE SLIGHTLY GOOEY

IN THE CENTRE.

BROWNIES:

MAKES 16

INGREDIENTS:

½ CUP BUTTER

1 CUP WHITE SUGAR

2 EGGS

1 TEASPOON VANILLA EXTRACT

1/3 CUP COCOA POWDER

½ CUP PLAIN (ALL-PURPOSE) FLOUR

¼ TEASPOON SALT

¼ TEASPOON BAKING POWDER

FROSTING (OPTIONAL):

3 TABLESPOONS SOFTENED BUTTER

3 TABLESPOONS COCOA POWDER

1 TABLESPOON HONEY

1 TEASPOON VANILLA EXTRACT

1 CUP CONFECTIONER’S (ICING) SUGAR

FOR THE FROSTING:

1. COMBINE THE BUTTER, COCOA, HONEY VANILLA EXTRACT AND ICING

SUGAR.

2. STIR THOROUGHLY UNTIL SMOOTH

3. FROST THE BROWNIES WHILE THEY ARE STILL WARM.



C H O C O L A T E  C U P C A K E S

Makes 16

METHOD:
1. PREHEAT THE OVEN TO 175° CELSIUS. LINE A MUFFIN PAN WITH LINERS 
2. SIFT TOGETHER THE FLOUR, BAKING POWDER, BAKING SODA, COCOA
AND SALT.
3. IN A DIFFERENT LARGE BOWL, CREAM TOGETHER THE BUTTER AND
SUGAR UNTIL LIGHT, FLUFFY AND SMOOTH.
4. ADD THE EGGS ONE AT A TIME, BEATING THOROUGHLY AFTER EACH
ONE. THEN STIR IN THE VANILLA EXTRACT.
5. ADD THE FLOUR ALTERNATELY WITH THE MILK AND BEAT WELL.
6. FILL THE MUFFIN CUPS ABOUT ¾ FULL.
7. BAKE FOR 15 TO 17 MINUTES OR UNTIL A TOOTHPICK INSERTED IN THE
CENTRE COMES OUT CLEAN. 

INGREDIENTS:

1 1/3 CUPS PLAIN (ALL-PURPOSE) FLOUR

¼ TEASPOON BAKING POWDER

2 TEASPOONS BAKING POWDER

¾ CUP COCOA POWDER

1/8 TEASPOON SALT

3 TABLESPOONS BUTTER

1 ½ CUPS WHITE SUGAR

2 EGGS

¾ TEASPOON VANILLA EXTRACT

1 CUP MILK



METHOD:

1. CREAM THE BUTTER WITH A HAND MIXER OR WOODEN SPOON UNTIL SMOOTH

AND FLUFFY.

2. GRADUALLY BEAT IN THE SUGAR UNTIL FLUFFY AND INCORPORATED FULLY.

3. BEAT IN THE VANILLA EXTRACT.

4. POUR IN THE MILK AND BEAT FOR ANOTHER 3-4 MINUTES.

5. PUT ON THE CUPCAKES WITH A SPOON OR A PIPING BAG.

*TO MAKE A PIPING BAG, CUT A PIECE OF GREASE PROOF PAPER AND CURL IT

INTO A CONE.

*SPOON THE ICING INTO THE CONE AND FILL IT ABOUT HALF WAY.

*TWIST THE OPEN PART OF THE CONE TIGHTLY CLOSE.

*CUT THE TIP OF THE CONE OFF IN THE SIZE YOU WANT THE ICING SWIRL TO BE.

*WHEN ICING SQUEEZE FROM THE TOP OF THE ICING BAG, FROM THE TWISTED

TOP.

B U T T E R C R E A M  I C I N G

BY JASMINE PENSTONE-MILLER

(to go on any cupcake)

INGREDIENTS:

½ CUP BUTTER (ROOM TEMPERATURE)

1 ½ TEASPOONS VANILLA EXTRACT

2 CUPS CONFECTIONER’S (ICING)

SUGAR

2 TABLESPOONS MILK



Medical breakthrough 

 
The researchers were actually searching for ways to fight
bacteria with T-cells – a type of white blood cell – when they
quite accidently, stumbled across this major breakthrough
for a cancer cure. T-cells, unlike other immune cells, probe
your body’s own cells, checking for pathogens and
abnormalities, killing all of which it finds to be pathogen
holding or mutated. Different T-cells have different
receptors, each specific to the pathogen being hunted,
making them extremely specialised. 

Treatments exist for almost everything, cancer included,
helping to slow its spread and mitigate its effect on your
body, but cures are a whole different story, and when it
comes to cancer, it’s even further complicated. The main
difficulty with finding a cure is that cancer isn’t a singular
thing, in fact, cancer is an umbrella term that encompasses
the uncontrollable growth of any mutated cells, that
destroy body tissue. However, despite the massive range of
different cancers, researchers at Cardiff university have
found a possible way to not just treat, but cure, all cancers. 
  

Since the outbreak of COVID-19 earlier this
year, we have become all too aware of the
chaos it created, and we have all been involved
in the turmoil that ensued. It’s very easy
through all of this to get lost in the disarray,
panic and general negativity surrounding the
virus outbreak, but while the world seems to
have been falling apart, some incredible
scientific breakthroughs have been made
elsewhere in the medical industry, namely, a
ground breaking discovery in the cure for
cancer.
 



You see, while T-cells are already used in Car-T immunotherapy to treat cancer,
this treatment requires the genetic programming of receptors into the T-cells so
that they can detect cancers and thus this cannot be done for most cancer
patients since we don’t have receptor targets for every type of cancer. 
 Essentially, though T-cells were definitely known, the T-cells eliminating all
cancer cells without any genetic alterations, was a significant discovery. ,The
researchers decided to test these T-cells on other types of cancer (including lung,
bone, colon, breast, blood and skin cancer) and the T-cells not only killed every
type of cancer the researchers tried but left all the healthy, cancer free cells
untouched.

To investigate how the T-cells were doing
this, researchers deleted proteins from
the cancer’s cells one by one, using
CRISPR-Cas 9 gene editing, to find out if a
specific protein was needed to enable the
T-cells to identify the cancer cells. This led
them to a protein called MR1, which is a
protein present in all your cells. MR1 is an
informant if you will, it samples
molecules inside the cell, presenting
them on the outside, in this case, to the T-
cell, allowing it to read this information. 

In an attempt to find a kind of t-cell that could detect
more than a single pathogen, the team of researchers
extracted t-cells via blood samples and tested them on
cancer cells that are easy to infect with bacteria. All T-cells
proved effective with regards to fighting bacteria, but one
in particular stood out - it didn’t only kill the bacteria
ridden cancer cells, but rather, killed every single
cancerous cell. Naturally, this peaked the researcher’s
interest. 



These T-cells aren’t the only ones that can
interact with MR1, but they are the only ones
found to be able to identify and kill all cancer
types by doing so. The researchers were able
to isolate the MR1 protein receptors and
engineer them into T-cells from actual cancer
patients, and the results were beyond
encouraging… these T-cells, bound with the
MR1 receptors,completely eliminated all the
samples of numerous patients’ cancerous
tumours!

Of course, there are still unknowns, in the research
paper itself the scientists stated that “T-cells and MR1
interact through unknown mechanisms”. Furthermore,
in-body human tests are yet to be conducted.
However, there is still much promise to this potential
cure. The receptors engineered into the T-cells can
recognise all MR1 since they barely differ from human
to human – giving the strong possibility of universal
treatment. 

Additionally, rats with human cancers were entirely
cured after being injected with these T-cells
engineered with MR1 protein receptors. The scientists
plan to continue research and further testing
“cautiously” but are “hopeful that human trials will
commence within the next few years”.

 by Joshua Huskisson



She shuffled the piece of paper out of her bag, scanning over the page before folding
it up carefully and putting it into her blazer pocket. Clicking the “silent” button and
sliding her phone into her bag, she thanked the driver and got out of the car just
outside the school gates. Just to be sure, she read the sign. Yes, Léman
International School, just as she’d been told in an email earlier this week.

HORROR CORNER

THE IB INSPECTOR
Congratulations, Léman, on becoming IB accredited! Here’s a story
about how, in a different and more, let’s say, unusual Léman, things
could have gone a bit differently…

The IB inspector greeted the teacher waiting at the gates for her. After quickly
going over the accreditation process, the teacher led her to an office to sign some
paperwork. “Yes, every programme, IB, MYP, and PYP, please, if you could check
them over. And I would also like to have a tour of the school, if you are not busy.”
She requested.

And so they set out on a journey that the IB inspector did not yet know
would differ considerably from the rest.

The first classroom wasn’t that unusual. Students sat there, bored and disinterested as always, while the teacher
did his best to engage them with his monotone voice and bland jokes. However, it was as the clock reached the
thirteenth minute, that the IB inspector… well, inspected, and she began to notice something quite disturbing.
Something that was not quite right about this class. She was stood at the back, without a direct line of sight into
any of the students’ faces, but if they turned their heads slightly, sometimes she would see a part of their face.
And they weren’t… well they didn’t seem to be… that is, they didn’t appear to…

Well, it didn’t look like they were blinking.  

And that was what snapped the IB inspector back to
attention.



Now that she was truly observing, she realised that not only were the students not blinking,
none of them had moved anything but their heads or their hands holding pens and pencils during
the entire lesson either. No fingers tapping on the table, no shifting around in seats, no
speaking, nothing. It was as if they were zombified statues or animatronics, waiting for the
next order. 

So, the IB inspector quietly excused herself, and slowly walked over to the bathroom.

She leaned on the sink; its ceramic basin colder than it should be against her warm hands, staring into the
apprehensive eyes of her reflected self while trying to calm her palpitating heart. It was fine, she was sure. It
was all going to be fine. She was just jetlagged, she could’ve eaten some bad food… so many excuses to explain the
unsettling scene she had just witnessed.

She had only just gotten herself together when something moved behind her.

She froze.

It didn’t.

The shadow congealed on the wall behind her, on all the walls around her, its darkness slipping nauseatingly from one
spot to another, but never lifting entirely. It was like an optical illusion made out of amorphous shapes of black and
white. As she looked down at her hand, she realised that her body naturally cast a shadow across the floor as well,
but that that was the only natural thing about it. The shadow of her own hand snuck its way up, climbing the side of
the sink until it was almost, almost, just about there to touching her skin—

and she snatched her hand away and turned on the lights.

The shadow was gone. Of course it was gone. Where else could it be if not here?

Well, she didn’t want to test the answer to that. Despite the situation, she laughed uneasily to herself. That was
probably the first time she didn’t want to test something out about a school. On her way out, she decided to leave the
lights on. For whatever student came after her, assuming not all of them here were of the creepy sort.

***
The rest of the day rolled by. Though she didn’t have any other, well, she supposed they could be
called “incidents,” she did notice that no student said a word and that the campus was quiet unless
it had a specific, ordered reason to be loud, like if she asked someone a question. The teachers all
spoke in monotone voices, and the students didn’t talk as they walked to the cafeteria (she had
declined the offer for lunch, thank you very much, even a regular school cafeteria was always a bit of
a gruesome display what with different kinds of chaos stemming from every age group of kids).



That was not to say the place did not continue to unsettle her. When she stood in the corner of a
room, the walls whispered to her of a forest where students went to train. For what? “Cross
country,” said the teacher accompanying her, whom she did not speak a word to about this, or at
least she thought so. Had she spoken out loud? What else could they be training for in a forest?

She saw the buildings at the outskirts of the school, the way the wall paint peeled off in strips to
reveal a dark and distinctively rotten colour beneath. The place looked abandoned, completely devoid
of life, which only served to unnerve her further. The teacher explained to her that the school had
originally set out to be a boarding school, and the buildings were intended to be student
dormitories, though it’s hard to say what boards there now. The teacher laughed, and so did the IB
inspector, awkwardly. She avoided thinking of the place even when her mind drifted off during some
presentation in the meeting room later on.

Slowly, though, the day drew itself to a close. She had checked in on every lesson, talked to each
teacher, attended all of the meetings. Average grades were high, they had logical lesson plans,
teachers were listened to vigilantly. The school seemed to be in perfect functioning order.

And yet. And yet.

School was nearly over when the teacher she’d been accompanied by the whole day walked her to her
DiDi. That rise of energy that usually came when students were preparing to get on the bus and put
away their school supplies was not there, but something was palpable. As she walked down the steps
next to the fountain, she turned and looked behind her, through a window that the teacher explained
to be that of the Biology classroom. A student looked at her through the window, and another joined.
Soon, they had each moved aside enough to allow for the whole class to see. Slowly, one raised a
bloodied hand holding a scalpel. Clamping her hand down on her mouth and fighting back a wave of
revulsion, the IB inspector turned around as the teacher said something about cow heart dissections.
Tentatively, she turned back around, wanting to see if they had at least started with cleaning up.

Instead of students, what she saw was an empty classroom through a window. A window that now
had a bloody handprint on it, with a smiley face on its right and a cartoon heart to its left.

“See? They like you!” the teacher said. Well, the IB inspector thought, it was true that the school was
perfectly orderly, the bathrooms were clean if not haunted, and in a way, the students had been…
almost sweet.

But that blood on the window was a giant violation of health and safety codes.

The IB inspector smiled and looked upwards into the afternoon sun. She supposed
she was going to have to give this particular school’s case further consideration.

THE END
BY KLARA M. & EILEEN Z.



4) If point P is on line shown (y = 6) and has an x
coordinate m. What is the value of m such that the

line segments AP and BP have the smallest sum?

5) If points P and Q are on the lines y = x and y =

-x (the two lines shown) respectively, what are

the coordinates of P and Q minimizing the sum of

the length of the segments AP, PQ, QB?

1) What is the coordinate of the reflection of A (4, 2)

about the x-axis? What about y-axis?

2) What is the coordinate of the reflection of A

about the two lines? (y = x and y = -x).

3) What is the coordinate of A reflected about

the x-axis then the y-axis? What is the

coordinate of A reflected about the first line

then the second line?

FUN MATH PUZZELS

BY XING ZHE LI



King Glory is currently one of the most played games in China. It has over 1 billion users from only the

Chinese Server which means there are lots more globally. The game was also named the most creative

game of China in 2019 by winning the “LongXi creative reward of 2019” and it has also won the “Global

Music Awards Game Music Composer reward” with its game background music 《出征》. 

To give a brief image of what the game is like we could compare it to the game League of Legend. The two

games share similarities but different in some ways. First of all, League of Legend, or LOL, is a PC game

that is played on a computer. Different from LOL, King Glory is played on mobiles. Like LOL, King Glory is a

third character game that incorporates different characters, and players can control them to battles.

players get the biggest map.  However, if players chose to play 3V3 or 1V1m then the map would be

smaller for the games to finish quicker.  Generally speaking, the maps are very well designed, with clear

roads, turrets, grass, and rocks shaping the form of a square allowing the players to ‘show off’. The

system would add Upon the maps features of corresponding dates, for example, if it is Chinese New Year,

the map would be decorated with lanterns and Chinese calligraphy.

King Glory has a few maps

depending on which mode of game

the player chooses, with

different amount of people

playing players get different

maps. For example, a normal game

would be 5 V 5 which means 5

players against the other 5

players, in this circumstance, 

王者荣耀 King Glory game review !

Comparison with LOL

Maps



In the game King Glory, characters are separated into five types: warrior, ADC(shooters), APC(magicians),

jungle(hunters of the beast), and Support. Warriors and APCs are usually very strong at the start of

the game so they often go alone. Jungle would kill beasts to gain money and experience so as its name,

jungle goes to jungle. And lastly, ADC and support, generally speaking, ADC would have a really weak

start so in this case, the support is designed to protect the ADC at the beginning for it to not be killed.

“I think that the game has really good design of characters and also I really enjoy the fluency of the

game. With all goods of the game, it is too costly to play it. There are things called skins which is

basically changing style of cloths of the characters and some of them are extremely pretty so I can

control myself to buy them and their costs are real money. Also, the game is has ranking as well, when

you are in lower rankings it is really hard to win because as the objective of the game is cooperation of

teammates, but people at that level does not know how to cooperate so it is very embracing playing”. 

The characters vary, some from Chinese history,

and others are from the western world. For

example, we could get characters named Liu Bei,

ZhangFei, Guanyu, and Zhaoyun who are from the

series of books called The Romance Of Three

Kingdoms and we could also find game

characters from Chinese fantasies and myths,

such as the monkey king and Monk Pig.

Contrasting to them, we could also find Athena,

Ai Shiranui, and Genghis Khan who are not

characters from China, but other countries and

other myths.

Characters

Review of the Game

The rules of the game are also very similar to the ones of LOL, the terrain is separated into four regions

for each side: Top, Mid, Bot, and Jungle. Different routes are designed for different types of characters.

The routes are there for a reason since at the beginning of the game, all characters are weak and time is

required for growth, so on different roots, there are things more suitable for different characters to

hunt to get experiences to upgrade and money to buy pieces of equipment.

Rules

By Henry Wu 



After watching just a few clips of the widely famous live sitcom on YouTube, the Big Bang Theory, I became addicted to it. Although the TV show

came out more than a decade ago, it remains as one of the most-watched and loved comedy show out in the entertainment industry. Now,

looking back, I fully regretted my actions of not listening to a friend’s recommendation to watch it earlier. From the cheesy punchlines and

quirky behaviours by the characters to the geeky stereotypes and innuendos, it makes me laugh how witty the characters can be. To me,

across its 12 years, it remained a “well-oiled machine" crafted to deliver jokes about pop culture, relationships and obsessive “geekiness”.

The story takes place in Pasadena, California and centralizes the adventures of two brilliant but socially awkward physicists, Leonard

Hofstadter and Sheldon Cooper. They are colleagues, best friends, and roommates, although in all capacities their relationship is always

tested primarily by Sheldon's regimented, deeply eccentric, and non-conventional ways. It branches out to fellow roommates Howard

Wolowitz, Engineer and Raj Koothrappali, Astrophysicist. Cooper is an incredibly gifted theoretical physicist who always finds himself in

trouble in the real world. At the beginning of the series, he holds an incredibly condescending view of non-scientists and believes himself to

be superior in terms of his intellect. Whilst, on the other hand, Hofstadter has a much kinder view of the world. Throughout the series, the

four of them spend their time working on their projects, playing video games, watching science-fiction movies, or reading comic books.

Although The Big Bang Theory has gained massive followers, some say that at times the storyline may be repetitive and the “laugh-tracks”

may have been used too many times, causing their experience to feel redundant and not amusing any longer. However, as they say, “comedy is

subjective” and different people laugh at different things, which is why I find this TV show to be hysterical. As somebody who has started

watching The Big Bang Theory ever since my high school years and have finished watching the entire 12 seasons of the show, I can say the

emotional connection between the characters of the story and myself is still strong. Even though I’m not an expert in science, I still find the

show absolutely hilarious and entertaining. The comedy was written very well and the actors were chosen so well. The subtle humour mixed

with the obvious jokes were the reasons why I continued to carry on with the series. Nevertheless, it was truly fascinating to witness how

the characters grow and become more real in this “Big Bang Universe” and I highly recommend watching this show. 

My experience with watching “The Big Bang Theory”
Review: 8.5/10

Review

ByJohnathon khoo 
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RIDDLES

Mr. Blue lives in the Blue house. Mrs.
Yellow lives in the Yellow House. Mr.
Orange lives in the orange house. Who
lives in the White House?

What answer can you never honestly

answer yes to?

How far can a fox run into the

woods?

Where can you find cities, towns,

shops, and streets but no people?

What has to be broken before you can

use it?

MAZE  PUZZLE

Start

WORD  SEARCH

ATLAS             
BICYCLE
BREAKFAST
CANDLE
CURTAIN
LIST

NECKLACE
OWL
PAINTING
PAPER
WALL
XYLOPHONE

Made with the help of Discovery Education!
Be aware that the words can also be written
diagonally as well as backwards, and that
words can share letters. While checking over
this word search, we noticed some words that
weren’t on the list snuck in. Try and find some
if you like!
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